Fabric Requirements

- ⅝ yards white
- ⅙ yard or (1) FQ pink 1
- ⅙ yard or (1) FQ pink 2
- ⅙ yard or (1) FQ pink 3
- ⅙ yard or (1) FQ pink 4
- ⅓ yard for binding OR ½ yard for bias binding
- 1⅓ yards for backing

Cut Fabric

From white fabric, cut:
- (32) 3” × 3” squares for block background
- (2) 2½” × WOF for long borders
- (2) 2½” × 14½” for short borders

From pink 1, cut (4) 5½” × 5½” squares
From pink 2, cut (4) 5½” × 5½” squares
From pink 3, cut (4) 5½” × 5½” squares
From pink 4, cut (4) 5½” × 5½” squares
From binding fabric, cut (4) 2½” × WOF strips

OR, for a diagonal candy-stripe look, cut binding on the bias; cut enough 2½” strips so that, when pieced, binding measures at least 126”.

Add Borders

Add long borders to each side first. Press seams toward the border, then trim to be even with the quilt. Add short borders. Press seams toward the border, then trim to be even with the quilt.

Finish the Quilt

Layer quilt top, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired. Fold binding in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press. Sew the binding to the front side of the quilt starting at any side. Turn the binding over and hand stitch to the back of the quilt.